GOVERNMENT
Government organizations require an unparalleled level of efficiency and
effectiveness from their networks. Exceed current and future needs with a fiber
backbone capable of virtually unlimited capacity.

Exceed Expectations
State and local government agencies face a growing demand to provide online
services to the public. Collaboration tools, video, and multimedia resources are
crucial for delivering vital information to citizens.
Conterra Networks can help you stay current and central to your community through
a network solution that is unparalleled in efficiency and effectiveness.

Government Needs
Our fiber-driven network is the future-proof, scalable solution you
need to remain constantly in touch and in service to your
constituents. Turn to experienced network professionals who are as
determined as you are to deliver results.
Meet and exceed continually increasing community expectations
Leverage technology to improve services
Meet the increasing demand for reliable access to cloud services
Maintain and update an ever-increasing, complex infrastructure

Conterra Solutions

Conterra is highly
experienced in
designing, building, and
managing flexible
networks that address
your unique needs.
Customization is our
specialty.

Internet Connect to the local community and deliver vital services to your
constituents
Ethernet Connect government locations to a single, easy to manage, flexible network that increases
efficiency and enables greater responsiveness
Voice Solutions include budget-minded options that allow the use of existing telephone infrastructure
To see how Conterra can help deliver peace of mind to you and your community, contact us today at
877-365-6701 for custom solutions that work.

FIBER DRIVEN. PEOPLE POWERED.
That’s our promise. Conterra is committed to delivering today's fastest and most
efficient fiber technology to businesses across the nation, and our highly-qualified
PEOPLE—not just systems—serve you better than any other provider, in every single
market.

WHY
CONTERRA?

Our Suite of Connectivity Solutions
Designed by experienced network professionals you can
trust, deliver a robust network that is fiber-fast, reliable and
scalable, built and serviced by hands-on teams who support
you and your customers at every step—every hour of every
day.

Internet

Go beyond the expectation of fast and reliable, to high
bandwidth availability that helps you work smarter and
gain peace of mind.

Ethernet

For critical speed and reliability, trust fully-managed,
fiber-based ethernet.

Private Custom Networks

We design and build custom fiber, microwave and hybrid
systems.

Dark Fiber

The infrastructure you need to take control of your
network.

Voice

Discover how digital communication can benefit your
business.

Our People

Our team of dedicated professionals have been
designing, building, and operating networks
throughout the United States for three decades.

Customization

Benefit from the most effective solution with a
customized arrangement of transport services to fit your
specific needs.

Flexibility

Choose from fiber, microwave, and hybrid networks to
address your communications needs – no matter where.

Scalability

Partner with an experienced, high-capacity network
provider for communications solutions that enable
your organization to grow and expand.

Reliability

Experience industry-leading performance with
99.99% availability in every network we
design, build, and manage.

Are you ready to experience a high-bandwidth, reliable network that’s balanced with security and privacy?
Contact us today at 877-365-6701 to speak with a sales representative.

